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Abstract
Little is known about low-income earners in the Swedish-speaking community in Finland, and particularly how this ethno-linguistic group positioned itself as compared with the Finnish speakers during the severe economic recession in the 1990s. Relating to the ethno-linguistic English-speaking minority in Quebec, we set out to study whether also Swedish speakers experienced a worsening of their economic position. Using register data from 1987–1999, we find that they did not, but rather improved their relative situation as compared with the Finnish speakers, although they on average had a higher propensity for being low-income earners also after the recession. In contrast to the situation in Quebec, no unfavourable language acts or educational reforms were imposed on the Swedish speakers during the study period. We see the results as reflecting a well-functioning welfare state, in which language acts and constitutional rights have worked to protect both ethno-linguistic groups.
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Introduction
An overall picture of the economic situation of many ethnic minority groups is that they are in a poorer position than people in the majority population (e.g. Gradin 2012; Kahanec, Zaiceva and Zimmermann 2010; Mnookin and Verbeke 2009; Semyonov and Lewin-Epstein 2009; Van Rie and Marx 2013). Swedish speakers in Southern and Western Finland, who are the focal points of this paper, and Anglophones (English speakers) in the province of Quebec in Canada, who we relate to, constitute two striking exceptions. In a historical perspective, both groups have been overrepresented in the upper part of the income distribution, and they have some notable similarities in terms of social position and constitutional rights (Albouy 2008; McRae 1997; Saarela 2004).
Swedish speakers in Finland constitute an indigenous group that amounts to 5.5 percent of the total population of five million persons. Swedish is alongside Finnish one of the two official languages of the country, and as a consequence, Swedish speakers have equal constitutional rights as the Finnish speakers and an own parallel education system. In Quebec, the only official language is French, but Anglophones constitute an official linguistic minority in the province. As many as 7.5 percent of the population of eight million persons has English as their mother tongue, and the proportion of people who speak English as their first official language is approximately 13.5 percent (Corbeil, Chavez and Pereira 2010; Government of Canada 2014; Statistics Canada 2011). The Anglophones are guaranteed the right to use the language in the parliament and courts of law and their children are on certain conditions guaranteed the right to English education. Provincial legislation has nevertheless delimited the language rights of Anglophones and the role of their institutions.

The Swedish-speaking population of Finland has been extensively studied (Finnäs 1986; Koskinen and Martelin 2003; McRae 1997; Saarela 2006; Saarela and Finnäs 2004, 2009, 2014). Yet little is known about how they are positioned at the lower end of the income distribution as compared with people in the Finnish-speaking majority. The economic turbulent 1990s is particularly interesting, since Finland then experienced the most severe recession an industrialised nation had witnessed in modern peacetime (Jonung, Kiander and Vartia 2008). The aim with this paper is therefore to analyse if Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers differ in the probability of being low-income earners during this economically turbulent period, meaning that changes in the macroeconomic environment might have affected the ethno-linguistic groups differently. By doing so, we relate to previous research on comparisons between Anglophones and Francophones (French speakers) in Quebec.

Like Finland, also Quebec experienced a severe economic downturn in the 1990s. Many industrial jobs occupied by the Anglophones were lost in the province. The wage gap in relation to the Francophones diminished, and the Anglophones were faced with a higher relative risk of being low-income earners. Legislative changes that enforce regulations, impediments, and hindrances unevenly on ethnic subgroups can influence economic activity. Accordingly, Anglophones were affected by unfavourable educational reforms and language acts during the 1990s, and these legislative changes, together with the Francophones’ increasing dominance over the provincial economy, are assumed to be the primary reasons behind their worsened relative position (Albouy 2008; Lussier 2012).

In Finland, there were not any similar legislative changes that affected the Swedish speakers during this period. This makes us suspect that the ethno-linguistic minority group in Finland did not experience a similar worsening of its relative economic position as the Anglophones in Quebec. Business cycles are indeed known to affect labour market outcomes of ethnic groups differently, and minorities in particular tend
to suffer during economic recessions (Cummings 1987; Engemann and Wall 2010; Rosholm, Scott and Husted 2006), but the relative economic position of an ethnic group is largely associated with its specific exposure and societal position (Hoynes, Miller and Schaller 2012). If group members work in industries and occupations that are less affected by changes in the macroeconomic environment, and in case they have extent social networks, they are less vulnerable to economic downturns (e.g. Brenner and Kiefer 1981; Coleman 1988; Montgomery 1992; Shackett and Trapani 1987). Much previous research characterise Swedish speakers on these premises (e.g. Finnäs 2003; Saarela and Finnäs 2003a, 2006), albeit there exist no direct evidence about the potential causal effects. What is clear still is that the Swedish speakers were not exposed to any unfavourable educational reforms or language acts during the 1990s, which could have worsened their relative position. Hence, if the development of the Swedish speakers’ relative economic position during the 1990s differs from that of the Anglophones in Quebec it is presumably because they were not exposed to any unfavourable legislation.

**Ethno-linguistic groups and the recession in the 1990s**

Finland was part of Sweden until 1809. During this time, and many decades thereafter, Swedish was the language of the economic, social and cultural elite, and the administrative language in the country. A common presumption about the Swedish speakers is that they are overrepresented among those well-to-do. To some extent this is true. Swedish speakers are higher educated and live longer than people in the majority population (Saarela and Finnäs 2003b, 2006, 2010). Wealth levels are on average higher among Swedish speakers than among Finnish speakers and in the Helsinki metropolitan area, the mean wage of Swedish-speaking men is higher than that of Finnish-speaking men (Saarela 2004, 2006; Saarela and Finnäs 2004). However, due to considerable regional variation, there exists no unequivocal evidence for a benign situation.

As compared with Francophones in Quebec, Anglophones are overrepresented among persons with high income (Floch and Pocock 2008), their wages have been higher (Albouy 2008), and they are higher educated and live longer (Auger et al. 2012; Lussier 2012). Anglophones controlled the economy until the 1960s in terms of being business owners, but thereafter their economic position deteriorated (Shapiro and Stelcner 1997; Vaillancourt, Lemay and Vaillancourt 2007). In the 1970s, the wage advantage of the Anglophones was notably larger in the upper part of the income distribution than in the lower part. At the end of the decade, many large multinational companies withdrew from Montreal. This led to a general fall in income in the upper deciles, which were dominated by the Anglophones. Still in the mid-1990s the average income of Anglophones was higher, largely because of higher educational levels, but the wage spread within the group had widened (Albouy 2008; Lussier 2012). In the early 2000s, the median income of Anglophones was higher and a higher proportion was found at the higher end of the income spectrum, but they also constituted a higher
share of people in the lowest part of the income distribution (Floch and Pocock 2008; Lussier 2012). Educational reforms, language acts, and the Francophones’ increasing dominance over the economy appear to be the primary reasons behind the worsened relative position of the Anglophones in Quebec (Albouy 2008).

Little is known about low-income earners in the Swedish-speaking community in Finland, and particularly about any differences as compared with Finnish speakers. The only study on this topic is concerned with social assistance receipt in a local labour market, the city of Vaasa, during the peak of the economic recession in the 1990s (Saarela 2002). It found that the probability of receiving social assistance, which is a rough proxy for low income, was notably higher among Finnish speakers than among Swedish speakers. Whether these findings can be generalised for the two ethno-linguistic groups, or whether data from a single year are representative for the whole turbulent period of the 1990s, is not clear. A central question of ours is therefore whether the relative position of the ethno-linguistic minority group in Finland has changed, like the case for the Anglophones in Quebec.

There is a notable similarity between Finland and Quebec also with respect to the extent of the 1990s’ economic recession. Quebec was the province in Canada that was most severely affected by the economic downturn in the 1990s. The fall in the gross domestic product was deeper and the recovery took longer than in any other part of the country (Stevens 1996). The recession resulted in job losses in the industrial sector that traditionally had employed many Anglophones in the lower income deciles and when long-term unemployment started to increase, Quebec was the province in Canada that economically suffered most (Dubé 2004). Finland, on the other hand, was the country in Europe that was hardest hit by the 1990s’ economic downturn (Kian- der and Vartia 2011). Like its neighbouring country Sweden, Finland liberalised its financial markets in the mid-1980s. This induced rapid credit expansion, low rates of interest, capital imports, growing trade deficits, and asset bubbles. The sharp increase in asset prices expanded household wealth, which eventually led to a sharp rise in the real interest rate. Asset prices then started to fall and finally collapsed. The borrowers and the financial system were put under severe pressure due to negative wealth effects, output and employment decreased, and the budget deficit rose sharply (Jonung et al. 2008). Real income losses were greater than ever witnessed during any previous peacetime financial crisis, and the unemployment rate was even higher than during the great depression in the 1930s (Jonung and Hagberg 2005). The unemployment rate skyrocketed from 3.2 percent in 1990 to 16.6 percent in 1994. Thereafter it gradually decreased until 2009 (Statistics Finland 2013). Both Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers experienced elevated unemployment levels during the recession, albeit the unemployment rate of Finnish speakers was consistently higher (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Unemployment rate (%) in the metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas, 1987–1999.

Note: The description refers to Southern and Western Finland as mentioned in the data section.

The economic safety net is nevertheless much more covering in Finland than in Canada. Due to an extensive welfare system that incorporates taxable unemployment benefits related to pre-unemployment wages, there is although not a one-to-one relationship between unemployment and income. Only a thorough empirical inquiry can therefore scrutinize the question of whether the two ethno-linguistic groups in Finland were differently affected in terms of being low-income earners during the 1990s’ economic downturn.
Data

The data are based on Statistics Finland’s employment statistics file entitled ‘Työssäkäyntitilasto’. It contains basic information at the annual level about variables related to each individual’s socioeconomic, demographic and labour market position, including income, for each year of the period 1987–1999. Since each person in the Finnish population register is uniquely identified by mother tongue, we can separate Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers. The data used here consist of a 20 percent sample of all Swedish speakers and a five percent sample of all Finnish speakers, who were living in any of the provinces in Southern and Western Finland that had both Swedish-speaking and Finnish-speaking settlement at any of the years studied. The study is consequently concerned with people who live in the same geographic area, in which 95 percent of all Swedish speakers in Finland live. This demarcation limits the scope for broader regional income variation. Municipalities with Finnish-speaking population only, and the Åland Islands that constitute an autonomous Swedish-speaking area, are excluded from analyses. The analysed number of individuals is on average 49,200 per year.

To focus on prime working ages, we have restricted the data to persons aged 25–55 years. All analyses are stratified by sex, age group, and region. Age group separates people aged 25–39 years and those aged 40–55 years. Region separates the metropolitan area, consisting of the municipalities Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa and Kauniainen, and the non-metropolitan area, which consists of all the other municipalities. The stratification is because initial analyses revealed that the ethno-linguistic difference in low-income propensity varied across these categories. Alternative categorisations and interactions were initially tried, but the approach taken here fit the data best and the results are conveniently illustrated graphically.

In Finland, there exists no officially established cut-off point for being a low-income recipient or living in poverty. Based on the recommendation of Eurostat, Statistics Finland although classifies persons as low-income recipients if they live in households whose disposable income per consumption unit is below 60 percent of the median equivalent income of all households. Since the data used here is at the individual and not at the household level, we cannot explicitly utilise this threshold. We therefore categorise people as being low-income earners if they have an annual taxable income below 10,000 euro in 2011 year’s prices. Taxable income refers to all earnings from employment and self-employment, capital income, and taxable payments in kind. Based on this categorisation, the proportion of low-income earners in the data is 10–17 percent, depending on the observation year and subgroup studied. This is only slightly higher than the proportion of low-income recipients according to Statistics Finland’s definition (Statistics Finland, 2008). Shifting the threshold some thousand euros below or above the 10,000 level has only marginal effects on the results.
Control variables used are education, age, family situation, municipality of residence, and labour market status, which all are correlated with income (Asplund and Maliranta 2006; Idman 2012; Knuuti 2013; Myrskylä 2010; Salonen 2009; Statistics Finland 2005). Education refers to the level of education combined with the field of education. The former consists of six categories ranging from basic education to higher-degree tertiary level, and the latter of eight different categories. Age is used as a categorical variable with five-year intervals. Family situation distinguishes singles, sole supporters, couples without children, and couples with children. Municipality of residence has 48 different categories. Labour market status refers to whether a person is employed, unemployed, or outside the labour market.

For the sake of simplicity, and because the control variables are merely used to account for potential distributional differences across the two ethno-linguistic groups with respect to characteristics generally associated with income, estimates of the control variables are not displayed. In focus is the estimate for ethno-linguistic affiliation, which reflects the difference in the propensity to be a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, and particularly if it has changed over time and in relation to the 1990s’ economic crisis.

**Results**

We begin by providing the share of low-income earners among Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, respectively, for each year and stratified by sex, age group and region. This is the upper graphs (A) in each of the Figures 2–5, where the left-hand part refers to men and the right-hand part to women. The subsequent graphs (B) give the unadjusted odds ratio for each year, that is, the ratio of the share of low-income earners among the Swedish speakers and the share of low-income earners among the Finnish speakers. Graphs (C) refer to odds ratios that adjust for education, age, family situation, and municipality of residence. Graphs (D) additionally accounts for labour market status.

We want to account for as much distributional differences across the two ethno-linguistic groups as possible, and therefore estimate separate regressions by calendar year, sex, age group (25–39 and 40–55 years), and region (metropolitan and non-metropolitan) with the sets of control variables as mentioned above. The results consequently refer to 104 different regressions for each of the Graphs (B), (C), and (D). In general, the set of parameters for each control variable improves the fit of the model estimated, albeit all single parameters are not statistically significant. Alternative categorisations of the control variables had no practical influence on the estimates for the ethno-linguistic difference, however.
Figure 2. Percentage low-income earners in 1987–1999 and odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, men and women aged 25–39 years in the metropolitan area.

Notes: (A) Percentage low-income earners by ethno-linguistic group. (B) Unadjusted odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers. (C) Odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, adjusted for education, age, family situation, and municipality of residence. (D) Odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, additionally adjusted for labour market status.
Figure 3. Percentage low-income earners in 1987–1999 and odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, men and women aged 40–55 years in the metropolitan area.

Notes: (A) Percentage low-income earners by ethno-linguistic group. (B) Unadjusted odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers. (C) Odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, adjusted for education, age, family situation, and municipality of residence. (D) Odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, additionally adjusted for labour market status.
Figure 4. Percentage low-income earners in 1987–1999 and odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, men and women aged 25–39 years in the non-metropolitan area.

Notes: (A) Percentage low-income earners by ethno-linguistic group. (B) Unadjusted odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers. (C) Odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, adjusted for education, age, family situation, and municipality of residence. (D) Odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, additionally adjusted for labour market status.
Figure 5. Percentage low-income earners in 1987–1999 and odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, men and women aged 40–55 years in the non-metropolitan area.

Notes: (A) Percentage low-income earners by ethno-linguistic group. (B) Unadjusted odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers. (C) Odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, adjusted for education, age, family situation, and municipality of residence. (D) Odds ratio of being a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, additionally adjusted for labour market status.

The figures show that during the 1990s’ economic recession, the likelihood of being a low-income earner increased considerably in all male subgroups studied. In the metropolitan area, for instance, approximately ten percent of the male population
aged 25–39 years had a taxable income below 10,000 euro in the late 1980s. By the mid-1990s, this share had risen to almost 20 percent, where after it dropped to approximately 13 percent at the end of the decade. For women, a similar development can be seen only for the younger group, albeit they are at a higher level than men. The share of low-income earners in the other subgroups of women does not seem closely related to the economic downturn.

Variation over time is highly similar for Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers, irrespective of the subgroup studied. However, there is a trend which suggests that the relative position of Swedish speakers as compared with Finnish speakers improved during the 1990s. The perhaps most striking example on this account is older men in the non-metropolitan area. In 1987, the odds ratio of being a low-income earner was almost 40 percent higher for Swedish speakers as compared with Finnish speakers, whereas in 1999 it had decreased and was approximately 20 percent lower. There is a similar but less marked trend in the other subgroups, except perhaps for younger men and women in the metropolitan area, among whom Swedish speakers tend to be at slightly higher levels than Finnish speakers irrespective of the year studied.

When control variables additionally are included not much happens with the ethno-linguistic difference. The estimates are remarkably stable when unadjusted and adjusted odds ratios are being compared. Even when labour market status is included in graphs (D), conclusions are the same. Differences in the propensity to be a low-income earner between Swedish speakers and Finnish speakers cannot consequently to any greater extent be attributed to standard human capital factors. It is also evident that Swedish speakers in Finland did not experience a worsened relative position, but rather a relative improvement as compared with the Finnish speakers. It is not obvious that the change can be related to the economic recession, however, as the improved position appears to be associated with a general trend that started before the recession and continued after it.

Yet it needs to be stressed that, although the trend was in favour of the Swedish speakers, they have on average had a higher propensity for being low-income earners than Finnish speakers. This finding is particularly marked for the older working-aged group in the metropolitan area, for whom the adjusted odds ratio for being a low-income earner is 10–55 percent higher as compared with Finnish speakers.
Discussion

The aim of this paper was to study ethno-linguistic differences in the propensity to be a low-income earner in Finland around the time of the 1990s’ economic recession, relating to previous research on ethno-linguistic groups in Quebec. The economic history and social position of the Swedish speakers in Finland has been, if not analogous, at least highly comparable to that of Anglophones in Quebec.

In the 1990s, the relative position of Anglophones in Quebec deteriorated and they were faced with a higher risk of being low-income earners as compared with the Francophones. Many industrial jobs occupied by the Anglophones were lost in the region. Educational reforms and language acts additionally worsened their relative position. In Finland, no similar changes in legislation were undertaken during this time. We therefore set out to study whether also Swedish speakers experienced a similar worsening of their economic position as the Anglophones in Quebec, and whether it might be associated with the 1990s’ economic downturn.

In contrast with the evidence for Anglophones in Quebec, we find that Swedish speakers in Finland did not experience a worsened relative position during the 1990s, but rather an improvement as compared with the Finnish speakers. The underlying reason might be the same as in Quebec, however, since a higher proportion of Finnish speakers than Swedish speakers have of tradition worked in manufacturing and other industries that are sensitive to fluctuations in the business cycle (Finnäs 2003; Saarela and Finnäs 2006). In the wake of the 1990s’ economic recession, many such jobs were lost and there were many structural changes in the labour market. The size of the public sector shrank, the number of blue-collar jobs diminished, the structure of the labour force altered, and the number of temporary job contracts increased (Lehto and Sutela 2008). It is plausible that these changes affected Finnish speakers to a greater extent than Swedish speakers. In the metropolitan area, Finnish speakers tend to be more alike Swedish speakers on occupational distribution than they are elsewhere (Finnäs 2003). The ethno-linguistic difference in the probability of being a low-income earner should consequently be less associated with macroeconomic fluctuations in the metropolitan area than elsewhere, and this is also what we see in the younger age group studied. Yet since we control for each person’s labour market position, variation in unemployment probability is presumably not the sole reason behind the ethno-linguistic variation observed. Latent differences in terms of language skills, social networks and local-level factors might therefore also have played a role.

In light of the evidence from Canada and other countries (e.g. Blackaby et al. 2006; Drinkwater and O’Leary 1997; Rendon 2007), the role of educational reforms and language acts seem crucial in understanding the relative position of ethno-linguistic minorities in society and on the labour market. Accordingly, the absence of any unfavourable changes imposed on the Swedish speakers on this concern appears to have
helped them in promoting their relative position during the course of the 1990s, and hence making the Finnish speakers equally vulnerable to changes in the macroeconomic environment during this turbulent decade. At the end of the study period, the two ethno-linguistic groups displayed no large difference in the probability of being low-income earners. We see these results as reflecting a well-functioning welfare state, in which language acts and constitutional rights have worked to protect both ethno-linguistic groups.
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